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About Us �3

Format came into being in 2014. The founders have a background in structural engineering, architecture, mathematics, geometry and coding both in practice 
and in academia.  

Our experience has been gained on projects as diverse as art installations in New York to a museum in Spain via temporary pavilions in London and Milan. We 
are an Engineering studio that believes that Structural design can go beyond the narrow confines of convention and is a natural starting point for collaboration in 
data driven design, product design, art, architecture and science. 

We also believe that Structural design should be a logical and intellectually rigorous exercise in the manipulation of form and of material; hence our name 
‘Format’. It should also be a discipline informed by academic research and by the application of digital technology. Some of the projects presented here were 
completed whilst at Whitbybird/Ramboll.
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Recent work

The following projects are a small selection of the buildings, art 
installations and product designs we have fortunate to work on as 
Format.

We do not believe our work can be catagorised by scale or by location. 
Our experience encompasses super tall towers in the far east to 
sculptural installations in New York.  

It cannot be defined  by material. We have worked in carbon fibre, plastic 
polymers and perspex as well as the traditional pallet of concrete, steel 
and timber.

Our projects do however share a common thread of critical enquiry, 
creative thought, an appreciation of the practical application of digital 
technology and are influenced by our academic research and by our 
teaching. 
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Burning Man 2016 �9



Burning Man 2018 �10



Bathampton Bridge �11



COS Milan �12



Quadralinear �13



Marble Arch Place �14



Park Grounds �15



Steampunk �16
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�20�20How we work



Key principles in design �21



Think and sketch �22



Design for simple/cheap fabrication �23
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�25Data level engineering



1. Bend a timber element with K2E and 
obtain the prestress

2. Create a truss in Grasshopper from the 
bent geometry (truss is just an 
approximation for now)

3. Use Karamba to model a shell, add the roof loads and obtain the thrusts from 
the shell which are then passed into a final K2E model. There are three steps to 
this in order to sure of the correct load 

3 (a) - fixed pinned supports

3 (b) - horizontal tie across supports

3 (c) - Spring supports with stiffness equivalent to 
movement from 3(b)

4. Final K2E model to obtain TOTAL 
stresses in timber

Wind load/snow load/
dead load

Conclusion of Step.1 is that the bending stress in a single 50x100 timber element 
is too high. Therefore slept in into two 25x100. We think changing the radius 
slightly will also help

Next step is to model 
the supporting trusses. 
Whats nice is that the 
axial force in the top 
trusses is similar to the 
vertical load in the 
supporting trusses 
meaning they should 
be all the same.

Engineer/script in baby steps �26

http://www.formatengineers.com
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The good �29

Transcend Structural Engineering

Opportunity to encode influences from other fields 
of science or engineering that could improve design 
and harmonise structure with building performance, 
i.e evolutionary solvers, CFD

Physics based solvers

Ability to deal with complex forms, Increased 
accuracy for complex forms

Expands our range of toolset in the conceptual 
design phase.

Lean design

Design for simplicity in production

Productivity
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Go beyond Structural Engineering �30
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Encoding more influences on design �32



Physics based solversSimulating physics in design 45 



45 K2E
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About Format �37Ability to deal with Complex forms 46 



Productivity improvements �38
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The less good

Unhealthy early constraint

Communication breakdown

Inherent pre-constraint

Recycling design/propagation of errors

An over reliance on technology

A black box
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Unhealthy early constraint �43
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Communication breakdown �46



�4782 Recycling design



�4883 An over reliance on tech
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Selected timber projects �52



Neuschnee �53
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6. Combined bending in outer ribs

Local 
deformation 

4. Local bending of primary structure 
due to wind load 5. local bending/deformation

Vertical load (self weight/
finishes/snow)

Local 
deformation 
under vertical 
load

Vertical load 
taken in 
compression 
by primary ribs

Primary ribs

Solution

Use the double curvature to 
spread load in direct 
compression/tension

Solution

e

Direct vertical 
load path

Geometrical 
Eccentricity

x

Applied load

Bending 
moment in rib 
due to 
eccentricity

Bending 
moment due to 
active bending 
form

+ =

Large bending 
moment which 
cannot be 
carried by a 
thin bent 
timber 
member alone

Make rib 
elements 
vierendeel 
trusses. 

T

c

Wind load
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Initial geometry

Bending moments (top) due to bending 
active prestress

Bending moments (bottom) due to 
bending active prestress
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Park Grounds �64
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�70�70Hammerfest cabins
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Galaxia �80



Galaxia



Galaxia
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Galaxia



Optimization with a range of cross section sorted by weigth and performance:

2x2 ns & ms (1_4 stacks)
2x4 ns & ms (1_4 stacks)
4x4 ns & ms (1_4 stacks)
4x6 ns & ms (1_4 stacks)

ns = avoiding fully-nailed / glued element
ms = fully-nailed / glued element

Initial Optimization set-up



4x4 inch

2x4 inch

Bottom Part optimized using ‘’Triangle’’
Mass: 61 810 kg



tension

compression

Normal force on each element 



Galaxia
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Galaxia



Format Engineers Ltd
Tel: +44 (0)7979810890

Email: info@formatengineers.com

Web: www.formatengineers.com

Twitter: @eng_gram

Registered in England and Wales. 
Registration Number 1272925218

Thank you

http://www.formatengineers.com

